A Single Target Is Sufficient To Account for the Biological Effects of the A-Factor Receptor Protein of *Streptomyces griseus*
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In the model of the A-factor (2-isocapryloyl-3R-hydroxymethyl-γ-butyrolactone) regulatory cascade in *Streptomyces griseus*, A-factor binds ArpA, the A-factor receptor protein, that has bound to the adpA promoter and dissociates it from the DNA, thus inducing the transcription of adpA. AdpA switches on the transcription of a number of genes required for secondary metabolism and morphological differentiation, forming an AdpA regulon. Consistent with this model, adpA null mutants produced streptomycin and a yellow pigment in larger amounts and formed aerial hyphae from an earlier growth stage than the wild-type strain. On the other hand, mutant MK2, expressing a mutant ArpA (Trp119Ala), neither produced secondary metabolites nor formed aerial hyphae, because this A-factor-insensitive mutant ArpA always binds to and represses the adpA promoter due to the amino acid replacement of Trp-119 with Ala. Introduction of adpA under the control of a foreign promoter into mutant MK2 restored all of the phenotypes that we could observe, which suggests that the only significant target of ArpA is adpA. In contrast to other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems, disruption of adpA had no effect on A-factor production, indicating that ArpA does not regulate A-factor biosynthesis. Instead, A-factor production was found to be repressed by AdpA in a two-step regulatory feedback loop.

The transcriptional factors ArpA and AdpA which we have long studied are key members of the A-factor (2-isocapryloyl-3R-hydroxymethyl-γ-butyrolactone) regulatory cascade controlling the initiation of secondary metabolism and morphological differentiation in *Streptomyces griseus* (2, 5–7). A-factor acts as a switch for these processes, and an A-factor-deficient mutant neither produces any of the secondary metabolites nor forms aerial mycelium. During the early stages of growth, when the concentration of A-factor is still low, the A-factor-specific receptor, ArpA, binds to the promoter region of adpA and represses its transcription. When the concentration of A-factor reaches a critical level at or near the decision point, A-factor binds to the DNA-bound ArpA and releases it from the DNA, thus activating the transcription of adpA. The decision point is at the middle of the exponential growth phase (5), and the transcription of adpA therefore starts just before or at the decision point. A number of genes required for secondary metabolism and morphological development are then switched on by the transcriptional activator, AdpA. These include strR, encoding the pathway-specific transcriptional activator for streptomycin biosynthetic genes (19); adsA, encoding an extracytoplasmic function sigma factor essential for aerial mycelium formation (31); amfR, encoding a transcriptional factor for the amf operon essential for aerial mycelium formation (33); sgnA, encoding a zinc-containing metalloendopeptidase important for aerial mycelium formation (9); and ssgA, encoding a small acidic protein essential for septum formation in aerial hyphae (32). We have also identified several proteases as targets of AdpA (our unpublished data).

The above model for the early steps of the A-factor regulatory cascade has been formulated by the following observations. *S. griseus* mutant HH1 is unable to form aerial hyphae or streptomycin because it cannot synthesize A-factor. Suppressor mutants KM7 and HO1, which form aerial hyphae and produce streptomycin even in the absence of A-factor, lack the A-factor receptor activity (15, 23). Consistent with the suppressor-like behavior of ArpA in vivo, in vitro analysis showed that it binds a 22-bp palindrome with the sequence 5’-GG(T/C)CG GT(A/T)(T/C)G(T/G)-3’ as one half of the palindrome, and upon binding A-factor it immediately dissociates from the DNA (22). At this stage of the research, we postulated that ArpA bound specific genes, named Xs, and repressed their transcription in an early stage of growth. Apart from these studies, we purified an A-factor-dependent protein (AdpA) that can bind the upstream activation sequence of strR and identified adpA as one of the gene Xs, since ArpA bound the promoter of adpA (19). Disruption of adpA caused *S. griseus* to be unable to form aerial hyphae or produce secondary metabolites such as streptomycin and a yellow pigment. The yellow pigment has been determined to be a phenoxazinone derivative and it was named grixazone (our unpublished data).

Because the adpA mutants examined so far were derived from mutant HH1, which contains large deletions (14), including afsA, which is essential for A-factor biosynthesis (1), we generated an *arpA* null mutation, starting with *S. griseus*IFO13350, which has the wild-type genetic background. One of the purposes of constructing this mutant was to examine A-factor production, since orthologous γ-butyrolactone receptor mutations, including BarA, which serves as a receptor for virginiae butanolides in *Streptomyces virginae* (11, 16, 20), FarA for IM-2 in *Streptomyces lavendulae* (12, 13, 30), and SebR for SCB1 in *Streptomyces coelicolor* A3(2) (26), affect the biosynthesis of the respective γ-butyrolactones in some unknown
way. We also generated an *arpA* mutant (MK2) that contained a site-directed mutation at position 119 of ArpA; the tryptophan residue at this position is essential for A-factor binding (25). The Trp residue corresponding to Trp119 of ArpA is conserved in all the γ-butyrolactone receptors so far reported and is involved in the formation of a ligand-binding pocket, as determined by X-ray crystallography of CprB (17), an ArpA homologue in *S. coelicolor* A3(2). Site-directed mutagenesis of ArpA has shown that the Trp119Ala mutant lacks the A-factor binding activity but not the DNA-binding activity (25). Characterization of the *arpA* null mutant and MK2 clearly showed the function of ArpA as a repressor of morphogenesis and secondary metabolism production.

Concerning this model of the A-factor regulatory cascade, the question of whether ArpA targets additional genes other than *adpA* was raised. To answer this question, we expressed *adpA* under a foreign promoter in mutant MK2. If ArpA has additional targets, expression of *adpA* under a constitutive promoter would not be enough to restore the phenotypes of MK2, because the additional target gene(s), which might also be essential for morphogenesis and secondary metabolism production, must be repressed by the mutant Trp119Ala ArpA. In this short communication we discuss that the target of ArpA must be *adpA* for all the phenotypes that we can observe and that, unlike in other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems, the null *arpA* mutation does not affect A-factor biosynthesis. To fully understand the regulatory mechanism by which various γ-butyrolactones switch on the expression of the genes important for secondary metabolism and morphogenesis in various *Streptomyces* spp., it is important to determine the detailed phenotypes resulting from mutations of *arpA* and *adpA* in the A-factor regulatory cascade and to determine clear differences between the A-factor regulatory systems in *S. griseus* and other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems in various *Streptomyces* strains.

**Phenotypes of an *arpA* null mutant.** The *S. griseus* mutant KM7, encoding an ArpA protein that is defective for A-factor binding, developed normally and produced streptomycin and grixazone in the absence of A-factor. This suggested that the A-factor receptor protein (ArpA) served as a repressor for *afsA* and other genes, probably encoding an enzyme for the biosynthesis of A-factor (1). We therefore generated a null *arpA* mutant by in-frame deletion in the wild-type genetic background, starting with *S. griseus*IFO13350, and *S. griseus* IFO13350, as follows. The 4.4-kb SalI fragment containing the whole *arpA* gene was cloned in pUC19 (pARP-Sal) (21). By Southern hybridization and colony hybridization, the 2.8-kb BamHI fragment containing the region downstream of *arpA* was cloned in pUC19 (pARP-Bam). The 0.3-kb BamHI-EcoRI fragment (corresponding to the sequence upstream from the Gln-4 codon of *arpA*) was amplified with primers 5′-GGGTTCCGGTTGGCGCCGGAC C-3′ and 5′-CGgaacctCGTCTCCGATTCCTGCCC-3′ (the lowercase letters indicate an EcoRI site), and the absence of PCR errors was confirmed by nucleotide sequencing. The 1.3-kb BamHI-SalI fragment containing *arpA* in pARP-Sal was replaced with this amplified fragment, and the resultant 3.4-kb SalI-EcoRI fragment was ligated with the 2.8-kb EcoRI-BamHI fragment from pARP-Bam in pUC19. A 1.9-kb BamHI-HindIII fragment carrying the kanamycin resistance gene from Tn5 was inserted in the multicloning site.

The plasmid prepared from *Escherichia coli* strain JM110 was introduced by transformation into *S. griseus*IFO13350, and kanamycin-resistant transformants were isolated. Kanamycin-sensitive colonies, derived after a second crossover in one of the transformants, were candidates for *arpA*-disrupted strains. Southern hybridization with the 4.4-kb SalI fragment in pARP-Sal and the kanamycin resistance gene as 32P-labeled probes against the chromosomal DNA digested with EcoRI plus SalI identified true *arpA* disruptants (Δ*arpA*). Mutant Δ*arpA* strains constructed in this way contained a deletion from Ala-5 to Gly-245 of ArpA (Fig. 1A).

The Δ*arpA* mutant produced A-factor with the same kinetics and in the same amount as the wild-type strain (see below). However, it formed aerial mycelium and spores earlier than the wild type; earlier sporulation of the mutant slightly reduced the diameter of its colony on agar medium (Fig. 1B). The Δ*arpA* mutant produced streptomycin earlier than the wild type and accumulated it in a larger amount (Fig. 1C). Consistent with this, *adpA* was transcribed more actively at all time points in the Δ*arpA* mutant than in the wild-type strain (Fig. 2A). Introduction of pARPL containing the whole *arpA* gene on low-copy-number plasmid pKU209 into the Δ*arpA* mutant repressed the early aerial mycelium formation at 36 h (Fig. 1D) and the overproduction of streptomycin (Fig. 1E). These phenotypes of the Δ*arpA* mutant were the same as those of mutants KM7 and HO1, showing that elimination of the repressor function of ArpA led to uncontrolled switch-on of the A-factor regulatory cascade irrespective of the presence of *afsA*.

**Phenotypes of a mutant containing the Trp119Ala mutation.** Site-directed mutagenesis of ArpA showed that Trp-119 is essential for A-factor binding but nonessential for DNA binding. The Trp119Ala mutant is an A-factor-insensitive mutant that bind to its target DNA normally in both the presence and absence of A-factor (25). If the in vitro A-factor-insensitive feature of the Trp119Ala mutant is also the case in vivo, *S. griseus* mutant MK2 containing the Trp119Ala mutation would fail to develop aerial hyphae and to produce secondary metabolites because of constant binding to and hence repression of the target promoters.

We introduced the mutated *arpA* gene containing the Trp119Ala mutation into *S. griseus*. For generation of the *S. griseus* mutant, we used the mutated *arpA* gene containing the Trp119Ala mutation and introduced it into *S. griseus*IFO13350, essentially in the same way as for generating the Δ*arpA* mutant. A single crossover by homologous recombination yielded mutant MK1 and the second crossover yielded mutant MK2 (Fig. 3A). As expected, mutant MK2 remained bald (Fig. 3B, left) and failed to produce streptomycin (Fig. 3C, left) or grixazone (Fig. 3D, left). Neither addition of A-factor nor introduction of pADP10L containing the entire *adpA* gene and its promoter on low-copy-number plasmid pKU209 (19) corrected these defects of mutant MK2, whereas pADP20L, containing the *adpA* sequence under the control of the *E. coli lac* promoter on pKU209 (19), restored the full wild-type phenotypes (Fig. 3B, C, and D, right). The spores of mutant MK2
The defects therefore resulted from the constant repression of mapping (Fig. 2B). The failure of pADP10L to complement tommyces spp. (19, 29), and we confirmed constant transcription of the lac promoter by S1 mapping (data not shown). In mutant MK2, no transcription of adpA was detected by S1 nuclease mapping (Fig. 2B). The failure of pADP10L to complement the defects therefore resulted from the constant repression of the adpA promoter by the Trp119Ala form of ArpA. Since the presence of AdpA corrects all the defects arising from the constant binding of ArpA (Trp119Ala) to the target promoters, the adpA promoter is the only critical target of ArpA.

Consistent with this idea, we failed to isolate other significant targets for ArpA during repeated attempts by a gel-mobility shift-PCR method (8) and Southern hybridization. The gel mobility shift-PCR method was used successfully for isolation of a number of DNA fragments to which AdpA binds (8, 31). Although we isolated two additional ArpA-binding sites (ABS2 and ABS3) other than the adpA promoter by this method, both were found to have no biological functions. ABS2, with the sequence 5'-CGATACCTGCCGTTCGGTATTT-3', was located between two divergent genes, each encoding a protein with no similarity to known proteins, and ABS3, with the sequence 5'-CAGAACCGGGCGGTCGGTCGGCG-3', was located between convergent genes, each encoding a protein with no similarity to known proteins. Replacement of ABS2 on the chromosome with a mutant site unable to bind ArpA had no effects on the transcription of the two divergent genes or on detectable phenotypes. Concerning ABS3, we examined the presence of promoters near or at ABS3 by S1 mapping and by the gel-mobility shift-PCR method (8) and Southern hybridization. The promoter is the only critical target of ArpA.

Mutant MK1, obtained by a single crossover, contained both the intact arpa gene and the mutated arpaA (Trp119Ala) gene (Fig. 3A). Because this mutant showed the same phenotypes as mutant MK2, Trp119Ala is a dominant-negative mutation.

A-factor production by arpaA and adpA mutants. Disruption of the arpaA homologues barA in S. virginiae (16) and scbR in S. coelicolor A3(2) (26) resulted in complete loss of production of

harboring pADP20L were the same in shape, length, and diameter as those of the wild-type strain (Fig. 3E).

The E. coli lac promoter is known to be expressed in Streptomyces spp. (19, 29), and we confirmed constant transcription of the lac promoter by S1 mapping (data not shown). In mutant MK2, no transcription of adpA was detected by S1 nuclease mapping (Fig. 2B). The failure of pADP10L to complement the defects therefore resulted from the constant repression of
the respective γ-butyrolactones. In addition, a farA mutant of S. lavendulae produced a greatly reduced amount of the γ-butyrolactone (13). The S. griseus ΔarpA mutant, however, produced the same amount of A-factor in the same amount of time, as determined by the streptomycin cosynthesis method (4) (Fig. 4), which is a vivid contrast to the above γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems. Mutant MK2 (Trp119Ala) unexpectedly produced A-factor in a larger amount than the wild type and ΔarpA mutant (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the ΔadpA mutant produced a much larger amount of A-factor. Since AdpA is absent in the ΔadpA mutant and the AdpA activity in mutant MK2 probably remains to a very small extent, we assume that AdpA acts as a repressor of A-factor production in some unknown way. The ΔarpA mutant, in which AdpA must be
present in a larger amount than in the wild-type strain, produced almost the same amount of A-factor as the wild type. We assume that the amount of AdpA in the wild-type strain is sufficient for full repression of A-factor production.

Similarity and differences between the A-factor regulatory cascade and other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems. γ-Butyrolactone regulatory systems have been reported in several Streptomyces spp. There are four such systems in which a receptor and its cognate γ-butyrolactone are known; these are ArpA and A-factor in S. griseus, BarA and virginiina butanolides in S. virginiinae (20), FarA and IM-2 in S. lavendulae (30), and ScbR and SCB1 in S. coelicolor A3(2) (26). The phenotypes of MK1 and MK2, in combination with adpA, enable us to compare the function of the A-factor receptor with that of other receptors. Of the four receptors, only arpA acts as a switch for aerial mycelium formation, and the others exert no detectable effects on morphogenesis. Concerning secondary metabolism, arpA acts as a repressor of the production of streptomycin, grizaxone, and other secondary metabolites. Similarly, farA acts as a repressor of virginiainycin production in S. virginiinae (16), and farA acts as a repressor of production of a blue pigment and a nucleosidic antibiotic in S. lavendulae (13). In S. coelicolor A3(2), however, an ScbR-SCB1 complex is required for actinorhodin production; SCB1 induces actinorhodin production, and an sbcr disruptant does not produce actinorhodin (26, 27).

A vivid contrast between the A-factor regulatory system and the other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems is that arpA appears not to affect A-factor production, but barA, farA, and sbcr are required for production of the respective γ-butyrolactones (13, 16, 26). In S. griseus, A-factor production is controlled directly or indirectly by adpA, which we suppose is the unique target of ArpA. A-factor at a critical concentration dissociates ArpA from the adpA promoter and induces the production of AdpA, which in turn serves as a negative regulator of A-factor production, thus preventing overproduction of A-factor. We speculate that, in the case of BarA (11), FarA (12), and ScbR (26), these receptors control the production of the respective γ-butyrolactones as a positive factor by a different mechanism, autorepression of their own promoters. In contrast, ArpA does not bind its own promoter (data not shown).

In S. griseus, adpA serves as a global transcriptional activator gene for a number of genes required for both secondary metabolism and morphological differentiation. Because of this linear cascade, starting with A-factor to ArpA to AdpA and then to a number of genes in S. griseus, both secondary metabolism and morphological differentiation are switched on by A-factor. The targets of AdpA include the pathway-specific transcriptional activator (strR) in the streptomycin biosynthetic gene cluster (19). In the regulation of antibiotic production by other γ-butyrolactone regulatory systems, a receptor (TylP) itself appears to bind to and control the promoter of the pathway-specific transcriptional activator (tylS) in the tylsosin biosynthetic gene cluster in Streptomyces fradiae (24). Similarly, a γ-butyrolactone receptor (SpbR) also appears to control the pathway-specific regulator (papRI) in the pristinamycin biosynthetic gene cluster in Streptomyces pristinaespiralis (3). Furthermore, in some gene clusters for antibiotic biosynthesis, γ-butyrolactone receptor homologues were found; MmR for methylenomycin biosynthesis in S. coelicolor A3(2) (accession no. AJ276673), JadR2 for jadomycin B biosynthesis in Streptomyces venezuelae (34), and AAM78022.1 for neocarzinostatin biosynthesis in Streptomyces carzinostaticus subsp. neocarzinostaticus (accession no.AY117439).

BarA is also probably encoded in the virginiainycin biosynthetic gene cluster. This means that BarA and these probable receptors directly control the expression of the individual gene clusters. We assume that the presence of AdpA between ArpA and the pathway-speciﬁc regulators, including StrR in the linear A-factor regulatory cascade, and the diverse regulatory functions of AdpA make A-factor the key master switch for production of most, if not all, secondary metabolites and aerial mycelium formation in S. griseus. In other Streptomyces spp., the strict signal relay from ArpA to AdpA may be lost; in S. coelicolor A3(2), for example, a probable adpA orthologue (bdIH) that is involved both in morphological differentiation and in secondary metabolism is not under the control of γ-butyrolactones (18, 28).
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